INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have indicated that alternative splicing (AS) is the most significant component of functional complexity in the human genome because about 40-60% of all human genes (1-4) and 74% of multi-exon human genes (5) have isoforms due to AS events. Identifying AS forms using an in silico approach depends on comparing large amount of ESTs with another set of sequences. The methods for identifying AS forms can be classified into those that compare ESTs with their representative transcriptional sequence, such as mRNA sequence (1) , or align ESTs to their genomic sequences (2) (3) (4) 6) . Recently, the focus of AS research has been on dissecting the functional implications of AS in tissue-specificity (7, 8) , biological processes (9) and tumor-development (10) , or on patterns of conservation among species (11) . These studies have tried to interpret the specific biological impact of each AS variant. Due to the biological significance in these diverse subjects, many groups are trying to build reference databases on AS, such as the ASD (12) , ASAP (13) and ECgene (14, 15) .
The RT-PCR is one of the most powerful methods for the detection of AS in various tissues. The RT-PCR is easier and more popular than microarray technique in terms of confirming AS variants of an individual gene. Generally, a targeted sequence is analyzed and whether there are AS events or not is confirmed in a laboratory on the basis of product sizes of RT-PCR in various tissues.
There have been several attempts to emulate the PCR experiments in silico. NCBI's e-PCR is the most well-known application that supports searches between sequence database and the sequence tagged site (STS) database (16) . However, the search scope in the web version is mostly for the STS markers, not for general primer pairs. The UCSC genome center recently released an application called the 'UCSC In-Silico PCR' that searched the genomic DNA database with a pair of PCR primers (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/ hgPcr/). No PCR-based program is available to explore the transcriptome diversity due to AS events.
In this manuscript, we present a novel web-based application, ASePCR, which emulates the RT-PCR experiment in various tissues. It uses the reverse e-PCR program to find the transcripts for a given primer pair and the gene expression pattern in multiple tissues is deduced from the tissue information of EST sequences compatible with the transcript structure. The result should provide a valuable insight on isoform expression pattern in multiple tissues and organs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets and programs
The reverse e-PCR program used to identify transcripts with given primer sequences was downloaded from the NCBI website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sutils/e-pcr/, e-PCR 2.3.1) (16) To speed up the calculation enough to be suitable for a webserver application, all transcriptome models and EST sequences were pre-aligned against the genome using the BLAT program (19) . The resulting alignments were stored in a database so that a simple database query could retrieve EST sequences overlapping with the amplified fragments in the RT-PCR experiment.
In an effort to increase the tissue coverage, we manually classified all cDNA libraries in the dbEST for human, mouse, rat and chicken. Tissue information was obtained from various resources, such as the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP) (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/), the UniGene library browser (http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/UniGene/) and the MEROPS database (http://merops.sanger.ac.uk/).
Orthologous region was identified on the basis of the Chain/ Net track in the UCSC genome browser. The primer sequences within the orthologous sequences were identified from the sequence alignment obtained by the 'needle' program in the EMBOSS package (http://www.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk/Software/ EMBOSS/Apps/) (20) . The default criterion to be a satisfactory primer in orthologous transcripts is the minimum percent identity of 60%.
Overview of the algorithm
The algorithm consists of four major steps as described below.
(i) Finding the transcript models in the target databases. We use the reverse e-PCR program of the NCBI to find the transcript models with the given primer pair sequences. Option of permitting 1 bp mismatch and/or 1 bp indel is supported to take imperfect priming into consideration. The program is fast enough to allow a web service since it is based on hash indexing of transcriptome sequences. The transcriptome databases supported are the RefSeq, Ensembl, ECgene, AceView and GenBank mRNA sequences.
(ii) Finding EST sequences that overlap with transcript models. Even though the BLAST search against the dbEST database would be the first choice, it is not fast enough to support the webserver application. Instead, we use the genomic alignment of transcript and EST sequences. In building the ECgene models that use genome-based EST clustering, all mRNA and EST sequences are aligned against the genome using the BLAT program. Only the best alignments are curated and stored in a database adopting the binning scheme (21) . Genomic alignments of other transcriptome models are downloaded from the UCSC genome center. EST sequences aligned inside the genomic region defined by the primer pair sequences are retrieved by a simple database query. For each transcript model, compatible EST sequences, i.e. with no intron-exon mismatches, are found by examining the genomic alignments.
(iii) Tissue information and PCR band assignment. For each transcript model, compatible EST sequences found in the previous step are used to determine the expression pattern in multiple tissues and organs. Specifically, we calculate the 'EST coverage' for each transcript in each tissue. The definition of EST coverage is the ratio of the number of nucleotides covered by ESTs and the number of nucleotides of the PCR product generated from a given primer pair. If the value exceeds the cutoff number specified by the user, it is assumed that the transcript model is expressed in the tissue of interest and a PCR band at the amplicon size is drawn for the corresponding tissue. Tissue EST coverage of 100% means that the whole amplicon region has the EST evidence from the tissue of interest. Tissue EST coverage of 1% would show a PCR band for tissues with a minimal number of ESTs (usually 1 EST). The EST coverage is a measure of likelihood of real expression of a given form of transcript but is not a reflection of the expression level. Rather it is the number of EST clones that would more accurately reflect the expression level of each transcript.
(iv) Ortholog search by pair-wise alignment. The ortholog search feature allows the user to examine the AS pattern in orthologous genes of various species. To identify the orthologous transcripts in other organisms, we used the comparative genomics track 'Chain/Net' in the UCSC genome browser. For each transcript model found in step 1, orthologous transcripts are identified using the conserved genomic blocks between two organisms. The primer sequences are not always conserved perfectly in other species. So we use the Needleman-Wunsh algorithm to align two primer sequences against the orthologous transcripts. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for other organisms with the orthologous transcripts and the new primer sequences are identified. Figure 1 shows the GUI for the ASePCR input page. Most items are self-explanatory, but a user's guide is available on the website for more details. Four model organisms are currently being supported and the tissue classification can be displayed for each organism. The user should select the particular organism and supply primer information-the forward and reverse primers. Flipping the reverse primer is supported for user convenience. Primer sequences must be longer than 15 bp. The primer quality option supports 1 bp mismatch and/or 1 bp indel to compensate for imperfect primers. Users can also specify the product size range.
RESULTS
Input format
The minimum EST coverage is a critical parameter. The whole amplicon region may not have full EST coverage for the tissue of interest due to limited EST data. ASePCR draws PCR bands for transcripts whose EST coverage in each tissue is larger than the cutoff value. Therefore, a small cutoff value allows more bands to appear in the final output at the risk of producing false positives. Selecting the tissue EST coverage of 100% shows PCR bands only for transcript models whose amplicon can be reconstructed by assembling EST sequences from the corresponding tissue.
The user then selects the transcriptome models. The RefSeq, Ensembl and GenBank mRNA sequences are the most widely used databases of reference genes. However, they do not reflect the transcript variation due to AS properly. Gene models in the ECgene and AceView are built from the genomic alignment of mRNA and ESTs, thereby providing more extensive analysis of AS. These gene models should be selected to find AS variants with the EST evidence only. AceView annotation is available only for the human genome. The ortholog search option is useful to compare the AS pattern in other organisms in case the primer sequences are conserved with percent identity over 60%.
Even though choosing many gene models and species for ortholog search is certainly more informative, it requires substantially more calculation time. It is recommended to use only the models and organisms of interest.
Output features
The output page consists of several sections that include the input summary, transcript search result, RT-PCR image, genome browser showing EST alignments, EST information and the transcript sequences in the FASTA format. Figure 2A shows the RT-PCR image for the BTF3 (basic transcription factor 3) gene as an example of the in-silico RT-PCR. It represents the simulated gels for various tissues. PCR bands for the transcripts with the primer sequences are drawn whenever the tissue EST coverage is larger than the cutoff value. The first gel, labeled as 'All Tissues', shows all bands (amplicons) regardless of the tissue origin and EST coverage. Gels with a specific tissue name show transcripts that are presumably expressed in that tissue, judging by the tissue EST coverage. The last gel, labeled as 'others', implies expression in unclassified tissues. The numbers of cDNA libraries and ESTs are indicated at the bottom of the gel. The darkness of PCR bands indicates the relative expression level of transcripts. Clicking on each band opens a new window that provides more detailed information on the transcript and EST sequences. We also provide the option of customizing the gel image as shown in Figure 2A . Users can adjust the band range and the minimum EST coverage after examining the EST coverage for all bands.
The EST alignment in the genome browser, shown in Figure 2B , is particularly useful. Drawing the PCR band according to the minimum coverage can be misleading sometimes. In case the primer sequences are not carefully designed, transcript may have high EST coverage due to ESTs that are not related to the specific AS event. This problem can be remedied by examining the EST alignment. We developed our own genome browser that is quite similar to the UCSC genome browser. Note that the tissue source of EST sequences is specified and that the EST sequences are colored according to the tissue origin. The primer positions are specified in red vertical lines or boxes (if the primer alignment spans multiple exons).
Detailed information on EST sequences is given in the EST information part. The tissue information is summarized with the links to the cDNA library description. We also show the multiple alignment of transcripts so that the user may recognize the difference easily. Transcript sequences are given in the last part of the FASTA format with the primer sequences specified in color. If the user selects the ortholog search, ASePCR repeats the calculation for the orthologous transcripts and shows the result in a similar fashion. 
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient web application that emulates the RT-PCR experiment to identify AS variants. Simple interface and fast program speed would allow users to explore the transcript variants in multiple tissues efficiently.
However, it should be emphasized that the PCR bands are assigned for each tissue according to the EST evidence only. EST-based predictions may be different from the experimental results due to several reasons (22) and the user should bear in mind that the prediction can be wrong especially if the transcripts do not have sufficient EST sequence data. For example, the number of EST sequences may not reflect the expression level properly since many public cDNA libraries are prepared by normalized or subtracted protocols. Furthermore, PCR bands with low EST coverage should be critically reviewed since the relevant ESTs may not reflect the splicing pattern of interest. In the example of BTF3 in Figure 2 , the transcript with the small alternative exon giving a band at 227 bp is expressed in liver since its EST coverage is 100%. Scrolling down the EST alignment reveals that an EST from liver (AV685079) is responsible for the transcript. Other bands below the EST coverage of 74% are from EST sequences overlapping with the second exon only and should not be regarded as a genuine proof for the small alternative exon. In order to concentrate on transcripts with full EST evidence, the user should use 100% as the cutoff value of EST coverage. The transcript responsible for the band at 227 bp is expected to be liver-specific in this standard. Similarly, transcript with intron retention is expressed specifically in brain and pancreas. Therefore, the EST coverage is not an inherently conclusive statistical measure but would be a valuable guide that users may take into consideration in evaluating specific cases.
Even though ASePCR was developed to visualize the RT-PCR result in search of transcript variants, it should be helpful for bench biologists to test the primer specificity since it searches the entire transcriptome models. In the near future, we plan to add features to show the variation of AS patterns according to different pathological states, such as cancer and normal tissues.
